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Shaina/ Display Set Up Puzzle
You have nine display sets. Only six of them will fit, so you will have three left
out. 

1.

There is only one right answer. Start by placing the Harry Potter piece and then
the Funko Pops piece. They both have a spot only they can go. 

2.

Marvel Comics is one of th pieces left out. 3.



Trivia
All of the trivia answers can be found within the box if you don't already know
the answers.

1.

The brochure has a lot of answers in it. Be sure to read everything. 2.
The characters also mention a few references that should help as well. 3.



Sword/Comic Book Puzzle

You will need to have solved the trivia puzzle first.1.
Once you have the mini decoder sword, use it with the puzzle in the comic book. 2.
Start by placing the tip of the sword on the 1, this will get you the letters P, A, I.
Keep going to get the rest of the message. 

3.

 



Steph/Rescheduling for 
Panel Room #2

You should read Timothy Thorn’s card before doing this.1.
Use what Steph tells you to reschedule the guests' speaking times. Remember
that Sean Stewart needs to be placed at 10:00 am so that you can get Timothy’s
spot in line.

2.

Getting Started: The Blue Trooper, Tommy Franks, will stay at 5:00, but the rest
of them will move around from their original time. 

3.



Meanwhile/Which of Knight
Detective’s Villains can you

eliminate? 
Two villians are eliminated by what Tod Rocha tells you in the rescheduling unlock. 

One Villian is eliminated by what Shaina tells you in her unlock.  

One Villian is eliminated by the message in the Sword Decoder puzzle in the comic
book. 



Keith/Battle Battle Bots
Complete the mini-game by moving your bot around so that the other one
doesn’t catch you. 

1.

You can move your bot around the edge of the field making a circle around your
opponent.

2.



Trisha
You start with one heart, so if you get the extra heart you will be able to pass
over a duplicate monster only one time before you die. 

1.

Start by going, Ghost, Water, Skull, Heart, Star. Now, keep going. 2.
Remember, you need the key, but you also need enough water to get through
two fires.

3.



Stephen/Dice Puzzle
First, solve the riddle to know what number to place face up. 1.
Once you have the number, you will place the dice so that you can see what
numbers are on the sides with question marks.

2.

You will then shift the letters backward in the alphabet using the numbers you
get.

3.



Chris/Space Ninjas
Look at the Space Ninjas’s ad inside the comic book.1.
You are looking for two bags that will GUARANTEE Christ gets the two figures he
wants. 

2.

While some bags have a chance, like bag A could have a 5oz figure and an 8 oz
figure in it. It could also have a 6 oz figure and a 7 oz figure in it. So, bag A would
not work.

3.



Someone is eliminated as a suspect in Chris’ unlock. Chris mentions, “Yeah, there was
this annoying guy who came by shortly after we opened at 8:00. He was in here
flirting for more than half an hour. The dude didn’t even play any games. He was too
busy hitting on any woman in cosplay.”

Someone  -  is eliminated as a suspect in Elias’ unlock. Elias mentions, “Oh yeah, you
were wanting to know if I saw anyone dressed as The Rook this morning. Let me think
about it. I remember there was a girl cosplaying as The Rook. She came in for the
10:00 battles and left around 11:00.”

Someone  - is eliminated as a suspect in Stephen’s unlock. Stephen mentions, “Yep,
here's one. Taylor Hughes came by about 8:20 this morning.”

Someone  - is eliminated as a suspect in Chris’ unlock. Chris mentions, “One guy kept
talking a lot about his cosplay after I complimented it. That was from 10:15 to 10:45.
How do I know? Because the dude talked for that long about himself, his cosplay, his
cats, you name it, and I must have checked my watch about a hundred times hoping
he would take the hint.”

Someone  - is eliminated as a suspect in Chris’ unlock. Chris mentions, “Oh, and there
was a person before that that I thought was The Rook, but then I realized it was Crow
Lad since he had a big feather in the middle of his head. I only know that because my
kid watches a ton of Miss Kitty.”

Exciting Conclusion/Whose alibi’s
can you confirm?



Message on the back of the signed
photo. 

Use this puzzle with the comic book. 1.
Look at the speech bubbles in the comic book. The message gives you the speech
bubble to look at and then the letter to use from that babble.

2.

Example: So for the first one, you would go to the fifth speech bubble and take
the sixth letter, which is the setter S. The message you get will start with “ Skip...”

3.



Message on the back of the “Do you
Feel Safe” Flyer

Note that the answer to this puzzle will not make sense at first since you will
need to use the answer from the speech bubble puzzle first. Use the back of the
security badge with the back of the flyer. 

1.

The message on the back of the flyer has some words in italics. Find the code
word on the badge to fill in the blanks.

2.

The first one you get will be Super Saiyan3.



Where is the Rook
You will need to have solved all other puzzles first. 1.
Remember that the villain thinks you are Knight Detective. So, use that logic2.



Time Bomb
There are two parts to this puzzle. First, figure out what numbers are used.
Remember that the killer thinks he is the Rook. These numbers can be found in
the comic book and in three of the suspect interviews. 

1.

Second, once you have the correct numbers, you will need to put them in the
right order using what is told to you in the comic book.

2.

The Rook’s “real” name is Samuel Nightwood3.


